
Part 1 

Lean at WiPro (WiPro) had the interesting challenge of taking the well recognised Toyota 

Production System (TPS) or Lean, as it is often referred to, from where it had traditionally 

been used in a manufacturing situation to a new sector, namely software development. This 

was undertaken in 2004 following numerous operational and climate challenges facing the 

organisation as a whole. Critical to the whole application of TPS within WiPro was the 

recognition that acceptance from all levels of the organisation was going to be vital1. 

Previous attempts to establish working systems had been undertaken on a top down basis and 

had been relatively ineffective due to the lack of widespread acceptance2. A core team of ten 

individuals was put together to explore the potential application of Lean and this was carried 

out on a relatively small scale, alongside normal working practices, to ensure that when it 

was rolled out on a wider scale, the model had already been suitably tested. Another crucial 

factor in this early stage development was the quantitative methods used on the evaluation of 

the early stage testing. By placing strict criteria on whether or not the project was a failure or 

success, it became easier for the management teams to make the relevant decisions and for 

those required to accept the new way of working (i.e. the project managers) to understand the 

benefits derived3.  

 

Applying the Lean process to WiPro was a real challenge as the company is not a standard 

manufacturing type organisation. It was noted, from the outset, that there would need to be a 

total shift in culture to accommodate this new way of working and that this would be required 

from top management as well as from those implementing the new processes. This was 

achieved by ensuring that the goals (a 10% improvement) were set at an achievable level, but 

still sufficiently difficult that it required a different working approach to be taken. By setting 

the targets too low, it was recognised that there would be a danger that individuals would 

simply work harder to achieve the goals, in the short term, without altering their long term 

patterns of work. 

 

There was recognised commitment towards maintaining a CMMI framework which ensured 

that the lifetime of the project operated on a very structured approach, ensuring that no time 
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or money was leaked by progressing through the stages too quickly and thus resulting in poor 

specifications impacting on the effectiveness of the project, at the later stages. This was 

certainly a solid approach for many of the projects that WiPro was undertaking, ensuring that 

the specifications were fully understood. This notion was at the heart of the Lean application 

in WiPro and following the waterfall method ensured that each stage of the development was 

100% complete, before moving on to the next4. Whilst the application of this was effective to 

a certain degree, several additional changes were necessary, following periods of trial and 

error and in order to reflect the different types of projects within WiPro itself.   

 

It is also significant that WiPro only looked to implement Lean in projects that were 

appropriate and that this analysis was given considerable importance. This was actually 

incredibly important for the application of Lean in WiPro, as gaining acceptance at all levels 

was at the heart of the ongoing success for the initiative and any failures would be extremely 

detrimental to the general morale within the company5. Identifying the correct projects to 

which Lean can be applied is therefore seen as critically important to the ongoing success of 

this new way of working6. 

 

Although the waterfall approach to TPS worked well in the main particularly in the way that 

it was applied in WiPro, it was necessary to use several countermeasures, where appropriate, 

to gain the full effectiveness of Lean. For example, WiPro used just-in-time throughout all its 

projects. This has been adapted slightly to deal with the nature of WiPro’s work, but the 

concept of using just-in-time as opposed to batch processing was evident7. Whilst work did 

not begin until a customer's order had been received, the aim of waiting until the order had 

been received was to ensure that every stage was completed immediately before it was ready 

at the next stage, with no time lag between the different levels of the waterfall.  

  

For example, where a website was being converted or being updated in a major way and the 

old site was a series of web pages on top of Java Server Pages, under the old method of 

working one of the individuals would convert all of the relevant pages and another individual 
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would work exclusively on the pages that draw on these original pages. Under the new 

scheme the individual converting the JSP would pass each individual page over as it was 

ready; as a result of this, it was discovered that approximately 30% of the pages did not need 

to be called at all, thus saving both time and cost8. 

 

Another key aim of using Lean in WiPro was to integrate the problems faced with the 

solutions offered. By bringing together the two factors in terms of both the individuals that 

undertake the task and the time at which the tasks are undertaken, it is possible to gain 

considerable efficiency and to ensure that staff members learn from each other9. By pulling 

together, everybody was involved in the project and at phase 1 it was possible for those 

involved in the later stages to adapt their own techniques later on in the project to take 

account of the problems that were identified in phase 1. Not only was this efficient from an 

operational point of view, but it was also very effective at increasing staff buy-in to the 

project and staff acceptance of the project as they understood every phase and felt involved at 

every stage, thus increasing both morale and loyalty to the firm. 

 

The application of Lean to WiPro has been incredibly successful. Through a combination of 

careful planning and provision of management time that was given as well as the willingness 

to adapt where necessary to take account of the differences inherent in software development, 

it has been proved that it is possible for Lean to be used in a non-traditional manufacturing 

environment. Considerably more attention was paid to staff acceptance and cultural issues 

than would have been necessary in a manufacturing environment, but by giving the necessary 

importance to this issue WiPro has managed to integrate the processes, successfully, in a way 

that has saved it both time and money10. 

 

Part 2 

WiPro had found itself in a particularly difficult position, commercially, in recent years, 

which led the management team into considering a wide range of options as to how these 

difficulties could be dealt with through the use of Lean processes. 
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Several key challenges were recognised within WiPro and these formed the basis of the 

decision to use Lean within the company, in order to mitigate these challenges and even to 

ensure that these challenges were turned into opportunities where possible. It was recognised 

that, from an operational point of view, one of the main difficulties facing the company (and 

others in the software industry) was that of recruiting and retaining the best possible software 

engineers. Software engineers have a particularly static reputation in terms of how they work 

within the operation, as a whole11. They are generally considered to be inflexible in their 

working patterns and unwilling to alter patterns to fit in with other individuals within the 

team12. This was a particular challenge for WiPro, both from the point of view of ensuring 

operational efficiency and in terms of the way in which they went about implementing the 

new Lean processes. As well as the individuals involved being key to the operational activity 

of the organisation, it was also recognised that the operation itself was very difficult to 

control, with client individuality and needs being incredibly variable. These types of issues 

were particularly challenging for the organisation when it came to implementing Lean. 

Whilst it is clear that one of the underlying aims of implementing Lean was to encourage a 

more flexible, dynamic and innovative work process, this was going to be met potentially 

with resistance due to the nature of the staff base in the overall organisation. Traditionally, 

Lean has been seen as an option for manufacturing companies that have unskilled labour 

undertaking process-based and repetitive tasks. In order to use Lean appropriately, within the 

software environment, it was necessary to take account of these differences so that the aims 

of innovation and increased quality could be achieved, without there being any negativity 

across the team as it stood13.  

 

One of the criticisms and difficulties that was identified within WiPro was how segmented 

each of the individuals within the workforce actually was. Each process was undertaken in a 

manner that was distinct from the others, resulting not only in time being wasted, but also in a 

lack of quality due to the fact that customer needs were often not passed through the chain 

with a suitable degree of accuracy, meaning that the initial specification was largely ignored 

once the project had entered a third or fourth stage. Interaction with the client at every stage 
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was a desired aim of implementing Lean, as the overall success of the project would be 

related directly to the way in which the initial demands of the client were understood and 

implemented, as well as the way in which the final project was then rolled back out into the 

customer’s business. Streamlining and making this process more efficient would not only 

have the impact of making the internal operational side of the company more effective and 

reducing unnecessary duplication, but would also give the customer an enhanced quality of 

service14.  

 

As well as the general operational aims that were focussed on by the Lean programme in 

terms of operational issues that impact the sector as a whole, there were also some substantial 

improvements in the organisational area that the shift aimed to achieve15. There was a huge 

personnel expansion seen during the years immediately prior to Lean being brought in, with a 

40% increase in staff, bringing the total to 18,000. This required an entirely different style of 

management and control and whilst personal autonomy was important, particularly to the 

software engineers, it was not possible to operate an entirely free system without losing 

substantially in the areas of efficiency and quality16. Having such a large workforce meant 

that the systems within the organisation had to become more robust and easier to follow for 

new team members. It was also important that team managers were given the necessary level 

of control over processes and performance. Prior to Lean being brought in, the project 

managers had a very tight initial and ongoing control over the project by being responsible 

for creating a detailed project plan and then assigning the relevant parts of the project to team 

members. This meant that the individuals within the teams were often not used to their full 

potential; therefore, not only were skills being wasted, but the client was not getting the best 

possible service in the circumstances. 

 

As a result of this way of operating, it was found that different business units across the 

organisation were performing very differently, largely driven by the way in which the 

individual project manager worked and their relationship with the wider team members. 

Whilst it was accepted that the type of industry in which WiPro worked required flexibility 

and variation depending on individual needs, one of the aims of the Lean programme was to 
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achieve consistency of operation and quality wherever possible across the different 

functions17. Fundamentally, there was a concern that where one business area had a 

particularly good working structure in place, this was not being replicated and skills were 

being lost. Greater integration and use of resources was at the heart of the Lean project, for 

this reason.  

 

The marketplace itself has also become more competitive with the software engineers based 

in India being able to offer substantially cheaper services. It was recognised in WiPro that 

they had carved themselves a market niche stating that they were both cheap and high 

quality18. With the influx of Indian companies into the market, maintaining a tight control 

over costs, whilst also ensuring good quality and local service would be critical. Lean was 

aimed at achieving this by reducing wasted costs and time as well as ensuring that customer 

needs were met directly in a way that could not be achieved by offshore competitors. 

 

These aims have, as discussed above, largely been achieved by Lean within WiPro, and 

whilst continuous improvements and developments are necessary to ensure that the benefits 

are retained, the implementation has, at this stage, impacted on the operational and 

organisational aims of the company, going forwards. 

 

Part 3 

There are naturally multiple different ways to approach making a working process within any 

type of organisation to ensure greater efficiency and ultimate success within the company.  

TPS (as applied in WiPro) is often referred to as Lean but, in reality, there are many other 

different approaches to Lean that can be used and that may offer different options, depending 

on the nature of the business in question and the way in which the organisation could be 

improved, based on the operational and organisational issues that are faced by that specific 

sector or company.  

 

Within the TPS system (and generally a factor that is seen within manufacturing industries), 

some companies will have a relentless drive towards ensuring improving profits. It is natural 

for an organisation to want to ensure the best possible profits when sales minus costs are 
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taken into account. However, in the case of WiPro, there was also a very important focus on 

quality and meeting bespoke client needs19. Other Lean systems will place a much greater 

emphasis on the financial impact of a Lean system, looking to trim out any unnecessary 

costs20. This will often involve the process of value curve analysis which looks at ways in 

which an organisation can maximise its profits, which may not necessarily involve 

maximising sales. By using a value curve, it is possible to determine the optimum production 

levels for the organisation in question. This works well within an environment where there is 

large scale production of a set product and where economies of scale operate in a meaningful 

way so that definitive production levels can be established21.  

 

Another Lean approach that is often used by companies, particularly those that are highly 

fragmented, is that of tool orientation. To a certain extent, this has been seen within WiPro 

due to the fact that many of the initiatives used have been focussed on problem solving rather 

than on looking at the overall process22. For example, within WiPro, the issue of the project 

manager taking control of the initial design alone was dealt with by involving several other 

members of the team. This, to a large extent, is very much in keeping with the tool orientation 

approach. WiPro, however, goes on to merge this problem solving tool orientation with the 

waterfall technique to ensure that work flows and benefits of this problem solving travel 

through the relevant stages of the project. 

 

Tool orientation can be particularly useful in a heavily automated environment such as 

Toyota, where problems need to be identified and ring-fenced so that they can be dealt with 

separately to ensure overall efficiency23. In an environment such as WiPro, this was more a 

case of value stream mapping where information flows are monitored and any stoppages or 

wastage identified. It is, essentially, the same process as seen in manufacturing, but by 

mapping value and information as opposed to actual products, it is possible to identify and fix 

issues. When it comes to information flow, this is somewhat weaker due to the fact that all 

situations are slightly different; therefore, one solution may not fit all and a greater degree of 
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flexibility had to be brought into the Lean processes in the case of WiPro in order to take 

account of this and the bespoke nature of the goods. 

 

Related to this method is that of the theory of constraints. With the theory of constraints, the 

business operation, as a whole, is looked at very much in the same way as TPS was 

implemented in WiPro24. By considering the whole process holistically in a way that takes 

the raw product (or in this case the client brief at the initial stage) and following it through 

until final delivery, noting at every stage the factor that delays or takes the longest to 

complete, i.e. the major constraint in the whole process, then it is possible to reduce both time 

and cost in relation to the overall project. One of the key difficulties with this type of 

approach and the reason that it would not necessarily be appropriate in the case of WiPro is 

the fact that it only looks at the core business process. With WiPro, many of the demands are 

external or supplemental to the process, such as the needs of the individual client or the way 

in which the client implements the final product, once it has been developed. This means that 

a much wider point of view needs to be taken and, whilst elements of the theory of constraint 

can work well, particularly during the development phase, it would have to be part of a wider 

Lean process to be fully effective when it is applied in WiPro25.  

 

In reality, by looking at the various case studies, it is clear to see that there are, in fact, 

multiple different options in terms of implementing Lean and that, with an organisation that 

is as strategically complicated as WiPro, a combination of all factors may produce the best 

possible result. 

 

Part 4 

Throughout the process of implementing Lean in WiPro, the main focus has been on ensuring 

that the client receives a cost effective service, whilst also retaining the quality that they need 

to ensure continued loyalty. Over the years, the area of software development has become 

increasingly cost sensitive and there has been a growing trend towards using offshore 

companies to provide cheaper services26. With this in mind, the focus for WiPro, regardless 
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of how it is achieved, rightly had to be the provision of bespoke, quality services in a cost 

efficient and streamlined manner. Whilst in this case WiPro chose to use the TPS system, 

other methods (or a combination of methods) may have worked equally well in ensuring that 

these ultimate aims are reached.  

 

As alluded to above, one of the main difficulties faced by WiPro was the duplication of 

efforts and the way in which different phases were undertaken in isolation, resulting in 

activities taking place that were wasted or could have been done much more quickly, had all 

of the information been made available at the time of the phase being initiated. Client needs 

are central to WiPro and it was identified that it was desirable for a much wider involvement 

at the design phase27. 

 

One alternative operational approach that WiPro could have explored and have, to an extent, 

considered in the design phase, is the notion of creating cross function teams. One of the key 

weaknesses in the previous process was that one phase would be undertaken in its entirety, 

before passing it on to the next phase28. Not only did this mean that the second stage was 

delayed from starting on the project, but it also meant that any information that was valuable 

within the second phase could not be fed back into the first phase in time for the issue to be 

dealt with or rectified, if necessary29. By creating a project team that spans the entire life of 

the project, it is possible for those involved at the early stages to gain information and insight 

from those later on in the process that will ultimately benefit the efficiency of the overall 

process. In establishing this type of process, there is a potential difficulty with autonomy as 

software engineers are generally protective of their knowledge base and as such strong 

project management from start to finish is critical.  

 

Alongside this approach, WiPro could have chosen to focus on its key selling point which is 

the bespoke quality it offers. Competing with cheaper offshore suppliers on a cost basis is 

impractical. Differentiating services and being more in tune with customer requirements 
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would allow WiPro to move away from the ‘pile them high, sell them cheap’ approach30. 

However, in order to do this, it would be required operationally to shift more towards 

offering enhanced quality control and total quality management, at every stage of the 

process31. To achieve this, the role of ensuring value added services and quality management 

would have to fall to a key individual in order to ensure that the issue is not simply passed 

from one person to the next, with no-one taking overall responsibility. In practice, the process 

being used by WiPro through TPS shows recognition of the importance of quality control; 

however, it does not place it at the heart of the changes32.  

 

Having a specific quality manager and project manager who follows the entire process 

through from initial instruction to implementation would not only create internal efficiency, 

but would also assist with the reputation of the firm for providing a quality service for clients 

and involving them at every step of the process33. In order to achieve this, the project 

managers would need to be separately trained and would need to shift their emphasis from 

the notion of dealing with customers to dealing with clients34. This would also allow for 

continuous improvement and would enable the firm to increase the costs of its services, due 

to the enhanced quality provided35.  

Regardless of the chosen approach in WiPro, it seems clear that greater interaction between 

the various phases must be at the heart of any attempt to make the company more efficient. 

This not only prevents duplication, but also increases quality and reduces variations in the 

services offered. In order to achieve this, a combination of cross team working and ownership 

of a project by key individuals will be necessary36. Where possible, individuals will be 

required to work outside of their immediate expertise area so that a greater understanding of 

the wider issues can be had and waste eliminated from the processes, where possible. Cross 

function teams would be extremely effective in this regard as, through implementing TPS, 

WiPro retains one of its major problems which is the fact that one stage of the project does 

not fully interact with another37.  With this in mind, it is suggested that WiPro combines the 

TPS method of eliminating waste with the use of cross functional team and total quality 
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management to improve the professional services offered by the firm, whilst also retaining a 

streamlined physical process within the company and keeping its own costs  
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